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Letter from the Editor-In-Chief

To our beloved readers,

Patchwork came into being as a beacon of connection during a 

time when we needed it most. 2020 was a bleeding heart of a year; 

we felt this pain and worked to build a platform for it to be heard. 

Our call was heard by the University of Iowa, by states hours away, 

and even on different continents. We are proud to display an array of 

diverse voices strung together by the passion and enthusiasm of our 

editors and designers. The bonds that our staff have made through 

this experience are truly something we will treasure forever.

When I transferred to the University of Iowa I had no way of 

guessing what was ahead of me. I had worked and grown up as 

someone who took care of others and all throughout my junior year 

I felt the phantom limb of all the people in my life who were now 

severed from me. I ached for something to put my heart and soul 

into, a staff who feels like family, and a mission to amplify voic-

es who have previously been silenced. Luckily for me I found this 

three times over: in Ink Lit Mag, in Earthwords, and now in patch-

work lit mag. This magazine has pushed me to fully step into what 

it means to be a leader. Our staff had unwavering faith in me, to 

which I owe much of my growth and inspiration. I have truly felt at 

home within this group of people, and I am so excited to continue 

the work we have started. To Rachel, thank you endlessly for your 

support and words of affirmation. To Jacob, I have absolutely loved 

sharing this journey with you. Your wit, innovation, and positive 

energy have truly been the driving force of this whole operation. I 

simply cannot wait to see the great things you will accomplish in 

the future, and I am so extremely lucky to call you a good friend. 

To Jeff, your work may be more behind the scenes, but I cannot 

publicly thank you enough for the time and heart you have put into 



making this magazine. You blow my mind every meeting and hope 

you are so proud of what you have created. To our editors and de-

sign team members, Miah, Madeleine, Evie, Delanee, Allie, Camryn, 

Paige, Zoë, Madison, Zoey, Meghan, Savannah, and Allyson, thank 

you endlessly for your hours upon hours of work, excitement, ded-

ication, and thoughtfulness that you gave to every piece of writing 

and art. You are the most wonderful team members I could have 

ever asked for. To our contributors, thank you so much for sharing 

your voice with us. We adore each and every one of you and are so 

honored to have you as a part of our patchwork family.

When we look back on the horrendous disaster of this year, you 

all were the diamonds in the rough. With our launch we are ending 

on a high note, and I can’t wait to support all of your future en-

deavors. In the spirit of our magazine, this quilt of unique, honest, 

glimmering things I will include a little word collage of my own. 

Patchwork is rainy Tuesday afternoons and skeletons in sweaters. 

It is pumpkin shaped glasses and strawberry jam. It is yawning 

cats and the empty space between words. It is screaming in the 

street and laughing until you cry. And it is the learning to love 

yourself within the safety of somebody else.

Yours Truly,

Amanda Pendley

Editor-in-Chief of patchwork lit mag
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Winged
Claire Pema Stalhuth

Nothing important happens without butterflies in your stomach. 

The flapping? It’s a good sign. 

They’ve flapped before though. Not at love’s first red flicker but at 

the sight of blood. At guts wrenched and molars torn as baby teeth. 

Lacerations righteous as motherhood and assumed, the wings lashed 

against the shore. So any flutter feels a tear, a rawing shredding 

maw like biting the inside of a cheek. And the healing rift keeps 

tempting, snagging tooth, lemon juice, glass.

Every wingbeat an old echo of a blood pump, I ride with the seasons 

as the monarchs migrate South for the winter. In search of warm-

er, friendlier stays and chasing that sweet nectar, heady adrena-

line ambrosia, they rollick after the flowers budding. Escape the 

drafts that weigh down wings with the droplets we used to chase 

down car door window panes. I scurry, scuttle, flee north, a dance 

of inverse and opposite reactions. My direction a reactionary one, 

nothing as consummate as cardinal. 

Butterfly guts are pulled by magnets deeper than the core of these 

petty anxieties-- down through the magma to a truly earthly 

meaning with no whys or hows.  A steady course only bothered by 

its imperceptible cooling, the lonely pulling of the moon and the 

occasional meteor of annoyance. To chart on a graph the seismic 

patterns of my fight or flight, point to a butterfly and you’ll find me 

on an opposite pole. 

Still. Blank. Empty. A flatline to swallow all those painted ladies 
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who beat at the thin faultline of my still shut lips. Such sweet 

paralysis here on these unwashed sheets, vitamin D supplements 

supplementing raw sunshine where those wingéd creatures ride. 

Even in winter’s time, a few gossamer insects may have been left 

behind in the exodus outside my window pane. 

This night I left the light on, listless before this screen streamed 

numbness. Nothing echoes for the actors’ guts are not filled with 

aviary pulses but writers’ empty, empty words, dialogue my silk 

spun case won’t shake to, but will pass the time to witness. The 

only undulations simple waves of adjustment, second pillow in out, 

in out from under my jelly shoulderblades, dusty water glass on off, 

on off the bedside table unsipped, radiator buzz to and fro, to and 

fro, stilted warmth steeping a gentle crash against the shore of the 

bedspread, a tide unmoving, in out, in-- 

Pop!

Eyes flicker beyond the blue firelight of the laptop. Pupils pulse to 

dilate and readjust: a moth.

He knocks on the glass door with his body. 

Pop!

He thrusts his ribs  /pop/  larynx  /pop/  ribs towards the flow 

of my lamplight, all clattering together in his exoskeleton as it 

meets with the invisible barrier, again and again. I shoo him away, 

his hunger chipping his body away. Instead  /pop/  he’s joined by 

another dust brown ricochet, thirsty for the only lumens in the 

neighborhood. More come, these syncopations of pinging flinging 

desperate shadows. Till my window no longer pops but throbs. My 

silent, empty mirage now not threatened by the creatures crawling 

out, but pushing in. 
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I could turn the light off, shut the screen of their artificial desire. 

But I know, left alone in the darkness, there’s a cocoon inside, 

somewhere left of my kidney, rustling and threatening to unfurl. 

And I don’t know what will come out this time. 

I could open the window and let the moths come flooding in. A 

rush of cracked figures of self-induced fissures to come and pop 

and burst against the coals of their idealized light. I could answer 

the knock as any courteous host would, the guests may self-im-

molate as they will. Wouldn’t want to be rude and interfere. But 

should I answer this rap rap rapping what’s to stop the stream of 

insatiable lives flowing by my curtains and turning to husk by my 

pillowcase, collecting in sedimentary layers of hope and corpse till 

the dead block out the light they sacrificed themselves to reach. 

No. No. 

Nothing important in life happens without butterflies in your 

stomach. The flapping? It’s a good sign. It’s a sign of life. 

I threw off the sheets, flung on my robe and the slippers with holes 

in their soles. Turned off the light, drew the curtain and the moth 

martyrs cry dulled. Left the keys on their hook, the phone still 

anchored to its charger. The door locked behind. And I ran. Down 

the streets to the light of a distant sunrise. I felt a tickle against 

the base of my neck, on the back of a knee. The moths, no better 

satisfied, unfulfilled thus still alive, turned their knocks towards 

me. So I ran, gasped, tripped, sprinted, flew

South. 
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A Poem on Your Birthday, II
after Eileen Myles’, The Honey 
Bear
Katherine Westbrook

I am rewriting 

this 

the first time I forgot 

to show you and   now

your grandfather’s passed 

and I hadn’t known  

what to say 

over the phone.

and this afternoon        wandering 

aisles in the grocery 

for 

honey  I remember 

that wordless 

answer given 

a pocketknife 

slitting

the static line crawling   and nothing  and emptied but
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this 

is the truth that I know: 

All the limbs of this pain stretch as far as the roots. 

My mouth fails me in places my arms never will. 

The only way 

I’ve ever known 

to mend a wound 

is first with soap and water  a heat 

    so clear 

it bites down on this absenced tongue of mine and 

returns

the word tender to its vocabulary.

to speak in love is with 

my hands 

along your shoulders sick   with apology        lips in prayer

your spine curved in the dark as 

we wash each other’s hair. 

Real   love—that walks with head turned down.

The kind you know without seeing. The love you can feel against 

your breast 

when you dream   and

oh. 
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As I stand in line  leaving 

the store  I see      now

the sky mourning slate

blue

a raindrop trailing on Honeybears’s cheek as we hurry to the car. 

In between the pads of  my fingers wiping 

the bottle crying  I 

only think of scrubbing 

down 

to golden insides 

lathering  and   dismantling 

all the frightened parts of me 

that stay stitched up when  you need love 

pouring from every corner of my heart  when you need to know 

I am here for you

I never left
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Empty Tables
Susan Borgensen
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Today We Have This 
for Breakfast
Caroline Meek

Thank you for checking in. You’re a little bit early. We have a fish 

tank in the lobby if you want to entertain yourself for the next 

few minutes. We don’t name our fish, but you’ll see they do have 

personalities, if you watch them for long enough. You’re actually 

really quite early — who has time to be that early?  Just sit down 

on that plush chair. We strive to ensure that our guest rooms are 

perfect for our guests. 

Give us just 

a moment to make

the sheets a little whiter

Room service not included.  There is a complimentary breakfast, 

however. You can eat the breakfast with strangers if you want to. 

Our tables seat fifteen people. 

You probably 

don’t know 

fifteen people here

Our breakfast changes every day. Everyone changes at least a little 

every day. It would be weird if we didn’t. Imagine our silver platter 

of almost-ripe bananas frozen in time. It wouldn’t be right. Today 

we have this for breakfast. 
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How often 

do you 

eat breakfast

Put the sign on the door if you don’t want us to disturb you. We do 

have multiple keys to your room, but we won’t come in if there’s 

a sign up. Your sheets might be a little less white if you don’t let 

us come in. They really should be washed every day. We can wash 

your towels too. Put them on the floor. Don’t drink the beverages 

in the mini fridge underneath the TV. We try to be quiet in the hall 

when we come by. 

We try not

to disturb 

our guests.
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Peeling of an Orbit
Olivia Tonelli

And even now I find myself smelling clementine. A

Borrowed sweetness hanging still over the air—this

Careening force that brings me back to you:

Dancing around checkered picnic blankets, peeling off the grass, an

Effort to share each morsel of space and air and moment and

Food. The crumbing of muffins. The peeling of an orange. And 

there I’m

Going. Circling around you, hanging, holding, hoping that each sense 

can keep fresh,

Haunting the memories of my mind like a ghost with my mouth, 

moving furniture

In a sweetly rotten room to prove my presence in what was abandoned,

Jaw unhinged, howling through engorgement, clementine rinds sickly

Kissing my tongue. I’ve searched for each crumb I

Let fall in inattention, groping fingers start back at the beginning—

retrace

My steps: I can’t have misremembered yet. I’m sure I know the 

smell of clementine.
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How Yellow Light Floods the 
Room
Lucy Cundill

The yellow light begins to bleed, and I lose the feeling in my fingertips, 

like a location on a map, like something I just can’t sink a pin into, like, 

something we don’t yet want to put a name to—

— it hurts, the rot, the emptiness, 

when i catch your gaze across the room, 

   and see hollow bodies half-way into hollow tombs, 

so i lie,

say the room is too large and the light is too bright— 

your gaze is too thin and your lips too tight, i—

move us both across the country,

make any excuse, call it god’s will to do, 

call you by her name

in the darkened room, carve out the hollow the sound took,

but never take the feeling with it— this is what emptiness was built 

to do, so—

i bankrupt us in the process, 

and it doesn’t make it any better, 

it doesn’t even make it worse, it just doesn’t

change anything at all— 

everything’s just stuck on loop — 

you and the liquor bottle,

turning every word into nothing,

and then you saying my name 

like a word to carve your teeth into — 
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until it stops looking like fruit —

juicy, ripe, saccharine, and instead like meat, 

like flesh, like human skin, and bone, and cartilage— 

and you get so bored of it

that you start to cannibalise the love i felt for you, 

and well — 

You’re good at it, aren’t you?

— but this is just how the yellow light looks, 

this is the meaning of the word swallowing, 

this is the meaning of the word smothering —

and by now, the yellow light will shine through, 

all of our future children and future lovers and  

future hands we might hold and think of one another and 

want to tear to pieces— 

because it doesn’t just end like this, you

are imprinted in me — empty room, shallow breathing,

carnivorous face, eyes ripe like dark fruit —

i want to have you, like a hacksaw wants a blade —

i’ll call this how to get the bleeding started,

how to get the yellow out of the carpet, whatever we try

it will always stay—

the yellow light reflected in your face, desperate

to find a home to ruin, a place to stay, and it’ll

call itself her name — another feeling

that can never be carved out —

it will always stay, we will always stay —

Because this is what the yellow light is, it’s better than nothing. 

And nothing is what remains.
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Down the Road From the Little 
White Cross
Brittney Miller

There was a little white cross down the road where a boy from a 

family with one missing dad and one mom who did her best for 

three kids, all things considered, had been hit by a car while he 

was biking home from a friend’s house at nearly midnight on a 

Saturday a few months ago. People have stopped bringing flowers 

now. They have the living to take care of and supermarket flowers 

don’t grow on trees. Now, the white cross is started to get spattered 

with mud since the mid-winter snows are doing that funny thing 

where they fall at night and then melt just in time for cars to throw 

the slush everywhere with their tires. But the cross is still there. 

Waiting, maybe. Asia wonders if the boy’s soul is trapped here, on 

Earth, getting splashed with mud slushies every afternoon, because 

of that cross.

Sometimes she wants to remove it. For him.

Sometimes, it’s all she can think about.

Sometimes, she’s glad nobody’s going to leave her 

a little white cross–

Well, maybe Georgia, but Georgia proba-

bly couldn’t find the pieces.

Georgia probably won’t last much longer than Asia.

It’s getting below freezing at night now– they know because it 

snows. As long as they sleep in the same sleeping bag that they stole 

from the Goodwill donation bin, they’re mostly fine. Asia usually wakes 

up at something like three because she gets cold, but she rubs her legs 

together like a cricket and wraps herself closer with Georgia and then 
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manages to go back to bed, occasionally spotting the shimmer of the 

little white cross when a car passes on the road above.

This is the first winter Asia hasn’t gone to a shelter.

Last year people got too close, and they 

asked too many questions.

Do you have any family and why don’t you talk to them 

and why did they kick you out and did you try–

This is Georgia’s first year living outside.

Her landlord didn’t care that it was almost 

winter. Rent wasn’t coming and disability 

checks weren’t making it.

They only met Tuesday before last, in the Wendy’s parking lot. 

Their eyes locked and they smiled, shyly, and they shared one of the 

$4 meals in the parking lot where the surveillance cameras weren’t 

looking. One of the girls working there has seen them both before 

and their order came with an extra burger “on accident.” They both 

tried to say this wasn’t their order, but that girl was one of two peo-

ple on the night shift and she looked around the empty Wendy’s and 

said “it ain’t nobody else’s.” They still ate where the surveillance 

cameras weren’t looking. Just in case. Sat against the curb. Georgia 

tucked her cane between her legs like somebody might try to take 

it and said she used to have a wheelchair but she sold it to make her 

last month of rent– and now she wished she’d kept it.

So their second date was later that night and they stole a cart 

from Target.

But that was the Tuesday before last.

Now it gets below freezing at night and 

they sleep in the same sleeping bag.

They work different streets. They take cardboard from trash-

cans and pens from next to cash registers in Marshal’s and ask 

for anything– because even fifty cents means they can go to the 

coin-laundromat and throw the sleeping bag in the dryer to warm 

it up before bed.
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But when that little white cross started getting 

muddy, Asia kinda figured she’d be next.

Her or Georgia.

Maybe both.

And it hits her like a freight train on a Thursday.

And she just knows.

So does Georgia.

“I never told ya why they kicked me out,” Asia says, shivering.

Georgia does her best to mollify the regrets before they can turn 

into a ghost– “You never needed t’do that, darling.” She doesn’t 

smile, because Georgia doesn’t smile, but there’s a sparkle in her 

eyes that says it all anyway.

There’s only so much a sleeping bag and body heat 

can do against the first sub-zero night of winter.

“Can you kiss me?” Georgia asks. She always asks first because 

she knows that’s one reason Asia doesn’t go back to shelters anymore.

Asia smiles, because Asia always smiles, and she kisses Georgia.

Eventually, they stop shivering.

Asia’s eyes are getting muggy with the cold, but when they see 

the little white cross down the road, she panics enough to creak her 

jaw open. “Georgia, they won’t put a cross here, will they?” she asks, 

begs, pleads– her eyes are welling with tears. She doesn’t want to 

be stuck here, on Earth, with everything that ever hurt her, forever.

She’d rather go to hell. At least she’d be warm there.

Georgia shakes her head. “Nah. They wouldn’t waste the wood.” 

Her words are coming slower, because she is too far gone to panic. 

A little comfortingly and a little deliriously, she hums the tune of 

“Dream a Little Dream of Me” and smiles.

Asia smiles too, and her fingers feel too stiff to move but she 

tilts her head so it rests in the crook of Georgia’s shoulder.

And then they go off together.

And the next morning the boy who got hit 

by the car’s younger sister comes with a 
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bouquet of supermarket flowers, and she 

drops them when she sees the bodies.

And she cries before calling the police, who reas-

sure her that she did everything she could.

And she knows she could have done more, but she’s got 

the night shift at Wendy’s again today, so she has no time 

to grieve for those women who smiled so shyly at each 

other and had their first date in the Wendy’s parking lot.

And the police take the bodies and cremate them and wait three 

months for the ashes to be claimed before they dumped them in 

the garbage.

And nobody puts up a little white cross for 

Asia or Georgia, and, somewhere, they smile 

about that.
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Keeper Cage
Angie Hedman
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pseudo-sonnet for waking up 
in the morning wondering why 
i believe in love but not god
David Wasserman

there are ways to tell if something is fake,

like biting metal or fogging diamonds,

getting grit from pearls and grief from parents.

light shines through paintings and statues should ring,

shadows are slightly off under mean girls,

the air will ripple near unfaithful boys,

and you might one day look around and think

is this it? but the velveteen rabbit

said real is a thing that happens to you - 

why won’t it happen to me? so it seems

even though you can spot something that’s fake,

there aren’t ways to tell if something is real.
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Things I’ve Held
Mel Wilson

Grudges, a few

Hands, hopefully more

Still, my mother

A communion wafer, very carefully, on my tongue

My newborn cousin, carefully too

A dead bird shot down, my fault

My fault, a handful of uprooted grass

Daffodils (an armful, maybe two)

Guilt, hard, against my chest

Hair, away from the toilet

Hair, yanked from the skull

More grudges, more daffodils

Knifes, a stomach-full, maybe two

A gaze, not so many

My breath, not for long

Leaves

Hope

A glass of water, doesn’t matter how much

Fast, more like embraced

Hope, more like clutched
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Pockets
Mikey Waller

Things I imagine my superstitious grandmother, Mae, would tell 

me if she were still alive:

 

They are reliant on your mistakes. It won’t matter if you forget the 

rules. It’s your responsibility to do everything I’ve taught you. The 

least you can do is write these ones down.

1. If you see one of them within the first ten minutes of the 

sunset, turn the inside of your pockets out. Don’t put them 

back, even if they ask you to. 

2. Never agree to meet anyone during an odd hour of the day. 

This includes formal invitations. The only exception to this 

is a funeral. 

3. If you ever wake up at 3 a.m. and hear scratching noises, 

don’t fall back asleep until they stop. 

a. If the scratches sound like a dog’s nails on wood flooring, flip 

your pillow over and sleep on your right side.

b. If they don’t stop within the hour, ask for quiet politely. If it is 

them, they will have to oblige.

3. Don’t stare into the eyes of your reflection for more than a min-

ute. It will make you colorblind and reduce your vision by half. 

4. Never introduce yourself by your full name when shaking 

hands. If they won’t let go without hearing it, give them the 

name of a dead relative. That should satisfy them. 

5. If you must apologize, only do it once. They want you more if 

you seem guilty. 

6. When on a bus with foggy windows, don’t look behind you, 

even if they breathe on your neck. 
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7. There are only a few times you’re allowed to run from them:

a. If you see two or more of them on a bridge. Run right past 

them. If you run away, they will chase you.

b.  If you feel them grab your coat, take it off and run for thirty 

seconds or less. It becomes a game otherwise and they have 

permission to take the rest of you.

c. If the wind starts blowing behind you, follow it as fast as you 

can.

3. Never accept anything they offer to you. The only exception to 

this is food. Eat it as a sign of good faith. Once they leave, im-

mediately force it out of your stomach. If you don’t, you’ll never 

be able to eat a full meal again.

4. Don’t look at them directly. They’ll be able to manipulate your 

memories if you do. Just look at what happened to your grand-

father. You don’t want that, do you? 

If you break any of these, accept the consequences. They’ll be kinder 

to you if you don’t fuss. 

***

Mae met me once when I was an infant. I still have the cream 

baby blanket she made me before she died. My father never talks 

about her, but my mother tells me she had too many delusions 

about the world. I try to ask what that means. She tells me only that 

before I was born, my father refused to sign a DNR when Mae was 

extremely ill. Doctors revived her when she stopped breathing and 

she was forced into a nursing home. She never forgave him for that; 

it was something about breaking a rule, something about them.
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Tossed in the Waves
Rochelle Jewel Shapiro

We met at the beach. You, Bernie, seventeen, still gawky from 

having grown twelve inches in one year, wore glasses with plastic 

nose grips and used Brylcream to smash down your dark, unruly 

curls. It was not love at first sight. I, fourteen, preferred Troy Do-

nahue-types—blonde, built, blue-eyed. Who knew back then that 

Troy Donahue was gay? Who even knew what that meant in our 

small beach town in 1961? And what kind of a name was Bernie, 

anyway? Steve Allen had already made a laughing stock of anything 

that rhymed with Fern. 

My kid brother, who I was yoked to when my mother gave up 

mothering after her only son, “The Messiah” was born, had asked 

you to carry him home because he lost his shoes. Actually, he had 

buried them, thinking they would be safer than the last pair he’d 

lost at the beach, the fourth of that summer, and he couldn’t find 

the burial spot. Barry knew not to bother me one more time about 

his shoes. I was already slicked with Coppertone and baby oil and 

had a reflector to my face and had already given up eight years of 

my youth to raise him. 

You, Bernie, 6’4”, carried him home on your shoulders, while I, 

walking next to you, with every step, thought, God, this guy has such 

a big schnoz and what feet! Who ever saw sneakers that size? He must 

have bought them in a circus. But our shadows—yours, mine, Barry’s, 

linked together kismet-shaped. You were the only guy who didn’t 

mind my brother tagging along. In fact, how you won me over was 

coming to pick Barry up to take him to the AC Field for softball 

catch, something my Russian father, married to his grocery store, 

would never have done.  Barry always rode in the back seat of your 

father’s Plymouth when we went on dates. The first Valentine’s 
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Day after we met, he cried because you bought me a valentine and 

didn’t give him one. 

When I got a concussion in gym my sophomore year in high 

school, a baseball bat to the head, I was carried out of school on 

a chair, classmates holding up each leg as if I were a bride in the 

middle of a hora circle, it was you, Bernie, who came to my house 

and stayed with me when the doctor said to not let me fall asleep. 

It was you, Bernie, who was always there to tend to me, drive me 

to get school supplies or anything else I needed at any time. And 

it was you, later on, a pharmacy student, who studied art history 

books so that you’d have something in common with me, an art 

lover. And it was you who went with me to museums and art films 

and kabuki theater. 

For six months when I was a high school senior, I lied to you, 

claimed I had impetigo while I dated somebody else. You waited, 

calling every day. You might have suspected, but you never said a 

word about it. 

When I graduated high school, you were the only one who showed 

up for me. You came with flowers and your big brown Beagle eyes. I 

saw you as if I’d never seen you before. I felt you everywhere in my 

body, an electric pulse leaping synapse to synapse, Morse Code—he’s 

for you, he’s for you. Dot, dot, dot. You’re in love. 

We’ve been married fifty-three years, sometimes combatively, 

but mostly amicably, and always passionately. Last year you had 

prostate surgery that left you weakened. During the pandemic, I 

had to drop you off at the emergency room of North Shore and 

leave you all alone to face abdominal surgery that came out of 

nowhere. I wasn’t allowed to visit you, to be able to hold your 

hand, to watch over you. And now you need open heart surgery, 

my strong guy who, until your knee gave out five years ago, used 

to lift me into our bed. 

While waiting for the results of the heart cat scan, we went for 

a short walk in Stepping Stone Park. You, at 75, were a boy again, 

skipping stones into the Long Island Sound, watching the water 
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fountain up with each bounce. The waves lapped gently, not like 

the roar of the sea where we met. This beach was only a shelly 

strand. The beach where we met stretched out past the boardwalk, 

the grains of sand white as confectionery sugar. But I stood there, 

transfixed, memorizing this moment. This. 
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Strong
Stanley Princewill McDaniels

& if existence, before & after living, if 

we agree there’s a difference, means—

a. to burn

b. to scream

c. to drown

d. to ache

  —all meanings taken away from a word,

the way a mother may lose her child, lose everything, &

we find the space has been there all along, buried, 

& before the loss

each day extends meaning, which

becomes greater than the unknown known, which is the ache,

which when it comes will be a graveyard without graves—but 

by then, would anything matter anymore?

I see now how easily we confuse 

    weightlessness with

feeling light—morning sunlight, cinnamon morning sunlight 

passing 

through the curtain, when 

all the while the weight of space was measurable,

& living—by then, before then—would be a tunnel, a 

passage…what difference, finally?
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Mother Speaks Softly
Kahill Perkins

Mother speaks softly/says do not give them any reason to shoot 

you/mother speaks quickly/says they will kill you until they kill 

you/ mother sleeps soundly/babes met with bullets in the streets/ 

mother /

  speaks softly/ of air we cannot breathe/ mother sees  

  a future/ in which we do not

/ 

  die / in the streets/ the din drowns out/ but mother  

  speaks 

       softly / of faith 

 Fear not what you cannot / control/ cannot shoot/ cannot 

see/ is the weapon real/ or the skin black?/ tell me officer/ where 

is his gun/ kneel on the pew/ not on a son/ of a mother/ speaking 

hymnals/ for a son she will cherish in the dark/ in darkness all 

skin is equal/ she finds faith in darkness/ mother/ 

   speaks softly/ of justice/ must be served/ but  

   who dares/  

      question the law itself? 

      I see blood

i cannot find/ seeping through the spaces between teeth 

broken by batons polished especially for today/ a special oc-

casion, very important date/

fear riled in stomachs coiled up like vipers in the heat/ 

a blind date made so by one party or another/ 

    smoke fills the spaces between my  

    body and yours/ 
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     intimacy in brutality/ 

  the way your fingers curl around the handle of your  

  gun like/ 

you long to be holding me too/ maybe on the ground/ but close 

enough to/ tell me your secrets/ you killed a man/ 

you liked it/ you’ll do it again/ it’s only/ natural/ to you/ it 

takes a pig twelve minutes to devour a human body/

                 but if you are a black man/ it takes them eight. 
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$42.75
Sara Siepker

I didn’t know a divacup was $41

plus the cost of having half my hand up my vagina

just to repeat the process ten times over trying to get the fucking 

cup to unfold

all this to lessen the casualties over the course of a day 

I wake up anyways with red sputtering between my legs

staining my inner thighs, sweating scarlet down my skin

these 3 am trips to my bathroom where I reek of being turned 

inside out

last only four days, fill the exhaustion of a month’s emotional labor

why do we call the vagina the inside of us

when it’s really the inside of the inside of something?

it is not the inside of me because the inside of me does not bleed

it breathes and circulates and maintains

I am not the blood that seeps like a wound between my legs 

but the blood is still mine 

and at the end of the day I pull out the divacup and watch myself 

spill into the toilet,

flush it away, start over again 
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Captain Mar-vell
Angela Dribben
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Four Shapes
Ellen Rice
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Strawberry Girls
Cheyenne Mann

On Sunday evenings I leave strawberry Pop-Tarts out for the mon-

sters in my closet. I’d rather befriend them than be afraid of them. 

Mama always said the way to a person’s heart is through their 

stomach, and I assume the saying applies to demons. Or dark, 

shadowy figures. Or ghosts. Or whatever likes to live behind my 

red plaid shirts. I perch the glass plate on the arm of my chair, the 

broken one, nearest to the closet. I turn my lights off. I go to bed.  

In the mornings, the plates are always exactly where I left 

them. The Pop-Tarts have cooled down and hardened overnight. 

Fat flies buzz slowly around the plate. Not a crumb is out of place. 

I don’t let this discourage me, though. I kill the flies, the green 

swatter sticky with their guts, and I smile. Mama always says it’s 

hard to make new friends at first, and sometimes you gotta keep 

trying. I always listen to Mama. Mama is always right.

...

It’s a suffocating August Monday, the thirty-third time my ar-

tificially flavored offering has been rejected. The fan next to my 

bed whirs loudly, as if to comfort me. I step out of bed, feet thud-

ding against the hardwood floor, and cross to the armchair. The 

plate is untouched.

“This is for you,” I remind the closet. “It’s yours if you want it.” 

The air doesn’t change. It falls thick and heavy on my shoulder 

like the denim quilt Mama made for the guest bedroom last year. I 

blink and the emptiness of the room blinks back. 

“I can get you another flavor, if you’d prefer.” 

I could. Mama gives me a five dollar allowance every week. 

“There’s fudge, brown sugar cinnamon, raspberry, cherry, 

wildberry, and blueberry,” I list off. I’ve memorized the Pop-Tart 
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aisle at the grocery store. Aisle 12, right before the cereal and right 

after the fruit snacks. 

“But strawberry is the best.” 

...

Strawberry is the best. Mama brought them home for the first 

time the day after Papa went to the hospital. 

“A treat!” she claimed. 

A distraction. 

I placed them delicately in the toaster and watched the steam 

rise. They smelled like the Fourth of July, firework smoke so red 

and thick it muffled the stars. Mama almost never let me eat sug-

ar. It rotted your teeth, she said. And how could you expect to make 

friends without a smile? 

I wanted to tell her that the monsters didn’t smile, and I still 

wanted to be their friend. I wanted to tell her that Papa smiled 

all the time and look where it got him. I asked Mama if his heart 

hadn’t smiled enough. If the sugar rotted it all away and that’s why 

it stopped.

The Pop-Tarts sprung to attention. 

The first bite was too hot. The second was better, but I could 

still feel the molten jelly oozing its way through the roof of my 

mouth, the heat ripping and tearing chunks of flesh off with the 

fervor of the wild dogs that ate our cat when I was 7. Strawberries 

and dead cats. Both were blood red. Both stained the spaghetti 

folds of my brain. 

I took a third bite. And a fourth. The sweetness was better than 

any of the hard candies Mama had given me at Christmas, better 

than the days Mama would brush my long, red hair back into braids 

and hum the old show tunes she liked. It tasted like what I think 

Mama meant when she told me what friends were like. 

I stared at the peeling corners of the kitchen’s burgundy wallpa-

per, tasted pink sprinkled salvation, and didn’t care about the world. 

I took a bite when the phone on the wall rang. It was the landline 

we never used. 
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“For emergencies and telemarketers.” Mama said. 

I swallowed artificial berry as the hospital said Papa’s heart had 

rotted away entirely. 

I took another bite when Mama started crying. 

I watched the salty tears trail down her cheeks, and I smiled. 

She sobbed, and I laughed. I ate the sugar and let it rot my teeth 

and my heart and my brain until I was a cavity of a being. 

...

I don’t have time to linger over uneaten crumbs this morning, 

strawberry or otherwise. The bus leaves in twenty-three minutes 

and Mama will be upset with me if I’m late. I hate when Mama’s 

upset with me. I try so hard to be good. I brush my teeth and never 

talk back. I’m Mama’s perfect little angel. She tells me so herself. 

She brushes her thumb over my left cheekbone, and she smiles 

when she says it. She smiles warm. She smiles Pop-Tart smoke. 

She smiles sharp teeth and I want to scream. 

I get ready fast. There’s no clutter in my backpack. No frivolous 

butterfly clips in my ponytail. My shirt is plain and maroon and 

the sleeves go down to my elbows. I brush my rotten mouth. I floss 

like Mama tells me to, but the plaque stays. I wonder if the plaque 

is my friend. 

The bus ride is as it always is, full of laughter shared between 

children. Between everyone but me. I listen as it hangs in the air. I 

try and catch it on my tongue like snowflakes, but it melts before it 

can fall. The bus driver in the red hat smiles at the kids as they leave, 

but he grimaces at me. The pain of it hangs heavy in my throat. It 

pounds and grows, reaching out with sticky fingers across my entire 

chest until I wish I could tear out my esophagus and leave it for the 

monsters next to the Pop-Tarts. Maybe then they’d eat them. 

The hallway is chilly, overcompensating for the heat outside. I 

look at the ground and walk in an arrhythmic pattern to Mrs. Borris’ 

classroom. She reminds me of Mama. She wears her salmon dress-

es buttoned up to her neck, and the lace at her hem sweeps below 

her knees. She doesn’t have any butterfly hair clips either, but I bet 
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she’d look beautiful with them. Her hair is gold. She looks like she’s 

strawberry scented. I think she and Mama would be friends. I think 

she and I would be friends. I told Mama this last week, but Mama 

said I needed to get friends my own age. 

The girls my own age don’t like me, though. They never liked 

me before Papa, and they sure didn’t like me after. They don’t like 

monsters. They don’t like the way I hold my shoulders. They don’t 

like my sugar melted breath. They don’t like my rotten, toothpaste 

smile. They floss with candy string. They wear sequins and hearts 

and ripped denim. They wear their hair down and long. They curl 

their hair and I curl in like worms.

The girls my own age are pretty. They’re like strawberries 

sweetened with honey. They’re molasses, soft and palatable. They 

suck in sunshine and turn it to sugar. They blush pink. I blush 

blood. They wear hand-beaded bracelets on their wrists, that rattle 

as they walk. I’ve picked out the colors I’d ask for if anyone offered 

to make me one. Red. Pink. White. Like strawberry Pop-Tarts. 

Mama said I should just make my own. She said I should hand 

them out to the girls. Mama even bought me beads in every color. 

I tried last week. I gave Sabrina an orange-pink-red bracelet. 

The color of her braces. She wouldn’t take it. She didn’t say why, 

but the look she gave me said enough. She looked at me like Mama 

does when I forget to empty the lint trap. I didn’t cry, though. I 

held back the heat in my chest and ate the Pop-Tart I snuck into 

my bag for lunch. I twiddled with the orange-pink-red bracelet, 

wrapping it in between my fingers and imagining what it would 

look like on skeleton arms. I sucked on sweetness, and I rotted my 

flesh away, and Sabrina giggled with the other girls in the corner. 

The strawberry girls. The girls who could wear pink tank tops and 

butterfly clips. 

I want to be a strawberry girl, but none of the strawberry girls 

want me to be one. It makes sense in theory, a rotten fruit spreads 

mold to those nearby it. I’m fuzzy and green and they’re red and 
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ripe and ready to get torn apart by teeth, sharp. Incisors, molars, 

not rotten. Baked into bread or cake or toaster pastries. 

...

I set the orange-pink-red bracelet out for the monsters last 

week, but they didn’t want it either. 

...

Mrs. Borris talks about grammar today. She pulls out a rust 

colored notebook and writes on the board. Has. Have. Had. 

Abigail has a Mama. 

Does Abigail have friends? 

Abigail had a Papa. 

The room sags and pulls me down into the chair below me. This 

chair has no armrests, no places to put Pop-Tarts for the monsters. 

Has. Have. Had. Has. Have. Had. I wish I could be like the strawber-

ry girls. The words float, and the whispers float, and the tapping of 

fingers against desks float, and the room floats, and the rattling of 

bracelets float, and I sink down into my chair and the crust of the 

earth sinks with me. 

I sink and the earth is black and cool against my skin. Grammar 

dissolves. Has. Have. Had. I rot. Six feet under, like Papa. I sink and 

I hear pens clicking and Mrs. Borris’ voice and I hear the bell ringing 

sharp, like the tang of strawberry on my tongue. 

The school bus rumbles as it drives us home, but I’m too far un-

derground to hear. The dirt is black and wet, it fills my mouth and 

my nose and my ears and my eyes and I exist in the nothingness 

until the brakes of the bus scream and I’m lurched into the wooden 

walled, beige carpeted existence of my living room. 

The earth left me. Papa left me. Sabrina won’t take me. Mrs. 

Borris won’t take me. I have Mama and Mama has me, but Mama 

has friends. I can’t be Mama’s universe. She tells me this when I 

interrupt her Saturday bridge games. I have nothing but the noth-

ingness of the soil and the nothingness of the nothing-shaped mon-

sters in my closet and I want to cry but I don’t. I don’t cry. I laugh. 
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I put my Pop-Tarts in my toaster and I listen to them sizzle. I eat 

them, slowly, as I walk up the stairs and around the corner into my 

room. 

“Hello.” I greet the closet. 

It’s not Sunday, but I break a piece of my Pop-Tart off and set 

it on the armchair. I grin at where the monsters must be and three 

of my teeth fall out. They plink against the floor. Has. Have. Had. 

I shake my head and laugh and my lips tremble. I don’t cry. I talk. 

I strawberry talk with the monsters. They listen, but they don’t 

reply. They never reply. Has. Have. Had. 

I have them. I have the monsters. I have them, and I’m a straw-

berry girl to them. I grab the orange-pink-red bracelet from where 

it sits on my dresser and place it near the chunk of dessert on the 

arm chair. I pick up my rotten, fallen teeth. They reek of mouthwash 

and the smell I couldn’t place at Papa’s funeral. I set them, one at a 

time, near the bracelet. I breathe and the nothingness breathes with 

me. I stare at the closet. I will the monsters to come forward. I suck 

on tangy Pop-Tart jelly. I don’t cry. I never cry. I laugh. I has, have, 

had. I want the earth to swallow me up. I swallow my Pop-Tart. I 

stare at the closet. I stare behind the red shirts I Have. Has. Had. 

“Strawberry is the best.” I say. 
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4:58 pm
Magdalena Kastoudas

We ran hands under scalding hot water.

Pretty little women, it was always inevitable.

We saw couples with their hands intertwined.

Stores and storms, I was ready to go home.

We exhaled puffy clouds of cold air.

Howling with pain or delight, never to be known.

We clung together in the haven of fairy lights.

Wide empty beds, overthinking is a skill.

 With a crash, it shattered.
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I Wanted to be Sailor Moon in 
2016
Carmela Furio

i’d like to think         we both hate 

your father  & mushrooms & just how 

ugly these lives have become    i used to

wonder why i could never make romance

out pain—   

           in the year that never ended,

i found tears               could never sparkle,

         thought blood was ill fit for my veins;

this             girlishness was

always more scream than giggle we were 

more guttural than sweet

                    i grew up on

girls power & pretty sailors, women who 

glowed     through busted lips 

& bloody eyes     in miniskirts 

yet it was when      we were lain

in vestibules, mourning 

under dull glass, that i knew 

                what we were 

in limbo

 night light       & 

        forest fire, 
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you were a barren tree & sun wrung eyes 

& i

                   was no moon goddess

in pain i am a demon. we both are.         i 

think i started to know               at twelve,

the only time i’ve        watched you break

 

               it was a pity it took so 

long to actually see what raw     meat 

looks like, see just how impossible it’d be 

                           to have pedestaled grief

i think i learned then that i could never be a magical woman. 
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There’s Something Happening 
Here
C.J. Pendergast

 Before I step out of the apartment I stop, think to myself, 

which mask do I wear? The West Coast is in flames—the air out-

side as if God smoked a pack of cigarettes overnight. America is 

unwell—a sickness of the body and mind spreading like a wildfire 

of its own. And while one size fits all, one mask isn’t fit to prevent 

both smoke and the virus from entering your lungs. I’ve since mis-

placed the invisible mask I used in March (before they told us masks 

worked) that kept my eyes fixed, face straight, mouth glued shut; 

comparable to the mask my father told me to put on as a kid walk-

ing through the city. “If you give every time you’re asked,” he said. 

“You’ll have nothing left.” Now, I stay across from an encampment 

where some of the homeless know me by name, know what I eat 

and drink, know my face without any mask. 

On the street it’s inexorable: we’re battling a pandemic, climate 

change, and a housing crisis. The gas station on the corner of 5th 

and Oak is the center of all three. As I fill my tank, a dweller ap-

proaches me. He wears no mask. He stops a couple feet away and 

asks me for change. I have nothing. Instead, I hand him a peanut 

butter Clif Bar.

Behind the gas station is a large black and white mural fea-

turing a child with a cherubic face being tossed up into a gray sky, 

dark clouds scattering the horizon like pencil smudges on paper. 

The hands launching the child belong to a man, the rest of whom 

isn’t shown. The young one hovers perpetually alongside an up-

side-down American flag. I wonder, is the smiling child sightless 

to the flag or too young and innocent to understand its meaning: a 
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call for help—U.S. Code determines this signal as, “dire distress in 

instances of extreme danger to life or property.” 

The homeless man wanders away, dragging his feet, beneath 

the mural. Cars whoosh past, the drivers as unaware to the SOS as 

the child. I threw myself into the Bay Area with a similar unbridled 

joy. It took two years of living here—a block from the mural on 5th 

and Oak—slowly losing more money than I was making, to finally 

realize the message. Maybe it’s the same for everyone else. Maybe 

the mask I wore even before the sickness and the fires doubled as 

a blindfold. Or maybe, as I find, it’s too difficult for the passersby 

to discern a local tragedy from political statement when it’s where 

you wake up and struggle to breathe every day.
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Crack
Gale Acuff
 

I don’t want to go to Hell when I die

unless there’s air conditioning I tell

my Sunday School teacher after class this

morning, I’m only kidding but she gives

me a dirty look, a dirty look for

a Sunday School teacher anyway so

before she can speak I say I’m sorry

and it’s true, I am, but at the same time

I’m not, I’m not sorry for what I said,

just sorry that it put her out--I’d try

to explain but I don’t think God does things

like a person does, He works by one way

only, that seems to me kind of boring.

If I told her so it might just kill her.
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In Parting
Calvin Olsen

I like to think the old man died on his way down the hill, which 

would make his final words to me his final words on earth. Imagine 

being the only person to experience another person’s final expression 

of what had filled their mind at that moment. What a responsibility.

Two summers ago in Lisbon, Portugal, I was sitting on a wooden 

bench at an overlook near the Moorish castle above the city. From 

that point you can see Lisbon’s mess of orange tile rooftops, the 

ancient Tagus river, and the April 25th Bridge (twin sister of San 

Francisco’s Golden Gate). I was in Lisbon for a poetry fellowship, 

and I was writing lines on a pad of paper I had bought before leaving 

Boston. It was a gorgeous June day, and the chorus of church bells 

and pigeons had just announced it was time for lunch.

An old man, perhaps in his late seventies or early eighties, sat on 

the bench next to my bench, crossed his legs, and took in the same 

view I had been enjoying. He was close enough that I could see him 

in my peripheral vision, and from time to time he casually looked  

in my direction. When I finished a long thought, I set the pen down 

and noted that high tide had bloated the Tagus to her full width. 

“What are you writing?” said the old man, his right arm on 

the back of his bench and his legs still crossed. I normally resent 

the question a little bit when I’m in my own country—what’s it 

to you?—but he asked the question in English, and by his accent I 

could tell that he was neither Portuguese nor American, so I looked 

over and answered.

“Poetry,” I replied. 

“Poetry. Not many people write poetry anymore,” he responded. 

I liked that his response was not oh followed by visible regret at 

either having asked the question or learning the truth.
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“It’s true,” I said. “It’s not as popular as it once was.” It sounded 

as stupid coming out as it does on paper now. The one-waiter café at 

the lookout’s lowest point boasted a few new strangers, and the sun 

was high enough that my shade had disappeared.

“American?” he asked. 

“American,” I replied, unsure whether he figured it out by my 

accent or the fact that I was wearing white tennis shoes (a dead 

giveaway in Europe).

“Where from?”

“Boston. Well, going to school in Boston. Grew up in Idaho.”

“I have been to Boston,” he said, “Many years ago.”

“Yeah? What for?” 

“Just to visit. I spent a few weeks in America. It is a large coun-

try.” Can’t argue that.

“Where are you from?”

“Switzerland,” he said, continuing as though he knew what my 

next series of inquiries would include. “I left Switzerland when I 

retired, around forty years ago. I came here, to Lisbon, with my 

wife, and I have lived here ever since. The cost of living is so low 

here that I am now too comfortable to leave.” The tone of his voice 

when he mentioned his wife hinted that they were no longer together 

for any number of mortal reasons. The other tone of his voice told 

me there was more to come. My grandmother used to take that tone 

from the loveseat in her front room when she recited the travelogues 

that started and ended years before anyone had even considered 

the possibility of my existence. On that bench overlooking Lisbon I 

didn’t know she’d be gone before I made it home. I assumed I was 

in for a landslide of vague information, but my new Swiss friend’s 

musings got pointed quickly. 

He continued, “Lisbon has changed. Obviously, Lisbon has 

changed. All of this,” he motioned to our right where tourist-trap 

Lisbon began, “wasn’t here. It was much smaller, and people were 

happier.” I had walked through most of Lisbon when I first arrived, 

moving through a city festival in search of Lisbon’s oldest church 
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and a Hard Rock Café. Some cities speak to you more quickly than 

others, and although I had a few study abroad destinations with 

which to triangulate, I was still getting my feet wet. 

“People were smarter, too. Do you know why they were smart-

er?” I knew he was pausing for dramatic effect, so I maintained eye 

contact and let him enjoy his moment. “Because they read books. 

No one reads books anymore. It’s too much work for them, and now 

everyone is stupid. Good for you, to write poetry. Books.” 

He uncrossed his legs and reached into his vest pocket, pulling 

out a small watch and looking over Lisbon as he put it back with 

two fingers. He stood slowly, picked up his hat, and came over to 

shake my hand. His handshake was solid. 

“Enjoy it,” he said, turning downhill. “Enjoy life.”
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Transitory
Catalina Irogoyen

today I feel alone. I live with

someone who never comes home but keep

my heart unlocked in case they

want to come in. 

I’m waiting for something to seem familiar, but

it’s been years since I smelled 

my mother’s chicken noodle soup and today

I feel bad and no one

will take care of me.

all shades of green have vanished from the trees so

they don’t remind me of where

I come from anymore. No handkerchief from my grandma could dry

my tears today but only because

she’s so far.

And what I want most is to hold my little brother but

without having to take those flights.

And you, 

you exist outside time.

distant,

known. Transitory? I beg you not to be.

I exile myself into a crevice of my mind’s wall

Where I can look on at us without interfering. 

It is the hardest thing to not be my own guardian angel

I have always had to look out

for my best interests.
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Meanwhile,

I lose myself trying to reach 

some level of permanence.
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He Longed for Contrary Winds
Sean Cearley
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On Reading
Anna Press

Both gift and warning

to turn over the body 

of language before 

it develops bedsores 

on your tongue. 

Your closed mouth 

a locked cell, bacteria 

thick as thieves, 

though the crime here 

is different. Wrong love 

chips away at stone, 

looking for the shape 

of the shadow on my heart. 

Drop your chisel 

and look right through me. 

Let the words clean 

the air and let me help 

you change the sheets.
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anchor-point
David Marquez

what is it about the beauty of pines you wonder as you roll down 

your window and see nothing but cornfields and farms and grain 

elevators for miles what is it about horizons you wonder as you

 cedars bend back

 surrender to

 ice and snow

 there is no spring

 there is no spring

 coming

look out upon the desert around you and see earth rising in the 

distance as if the sky was reaching its arms out and begging to be 

touched you drive in silence

 rain on a two lane

 highway fills ancient

 cracks in the asphalt

 lightning blazes through

 your windshield

 there is no such thing 

 no such thing

 as oasis

through the smog of a city growing exponentially with an identity 

weighing billions of bones you pit yourself against the importance 

of place and the weight of time before
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 there are three things

 that matter and 

 two of them you

 have lost, you drive

 in search or in fleet--

 which is it?

 you don’t know anymore

 if there’s any more to know

day breaks into one piece in front of you as you take a break from 

hammering on the barn to sip coffee from the same mug you drank 

from when you told your son that god is not real

 He mattered.

 and your heart collapses 

 when you consider the thought

 maybe he didn’t know that

 maybe I didn’t tell him.
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Peeled Back
Jakky Bankong-Obi

not that the crackling song of a snake unloading old skin is me be-

ing startled by the pain of your absence. apparently, we are always 

admitting to evolution. being alive is praying for absolution from 

every ugliness our bodies home. even if god cut out the legs from 

under us with this cruelty of having to function while bearing the 

weight of our inevitability, we still beg these raindrops “be reason-

able with your journeys”. despite the river’s trajectory smoothing over 

every jagged rock it banks, the is pain unlessened for the beauty that 

is to come. this is how time is moving over the memory of you with 

the possibility to forgive death’s transgression. or at the very least 

scraping it to a bearable frame. love, see the years are peeling you 

back to me so fondly.
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Daisies In Vodka
Cheyenne Mann

Characters

BETTINA ………………………………………… Silent. She might be God. 

When she falls asleep, the world changes.

SETH …………………………………………….......Short for Stethoscope. 

He was a doctor before the apocalypse. He wears a plague doctor mask. 

NURSE .……………………………………………………… A surgical nurse. 

Loves open heart surgery and SETH’s wife. 

PATIENT …………………………………………………… A patient getting 

open heart surgery. Dead. 

***Disclaimer: Daisies In Vodka is a single scene taken from a full length 

one act of the same name. 

Lights up on a surgery room. A chime 

sounds. SETH and BETTINA watch as 

PATIENT sleeps on an operating table. 

NURSE wheels in a tray of tools. SETH 

is not wearing his plague doctor mask.  

SETH

Scalpel.

NURSE hands SETH a scalpel.
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NURSE

Scalpel.

A beat.

An 8 to 10 inch incision all the way down the chest.

SETH makes an incision down 

PATIENT’s chest with the scalpel.

SETH

9.8 inches exactly. My lucky number. 

A beat.

Bone cutter.

NURSE hands SETH a bone cutter. 

NURSE

Bone cutter. Cut through—

SETH

—the breastbone. I know. Cut the bone, expose the heart. 

SETH cuts through the bone, exposing 

the heart. NURSE stares at the heart in 

awe. A beat.

NURSE

Oh. 

SETH

Oh?
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NURSE

I love this bit. When the heart is visible.

SETH

I know you do.

NURSE

It’s just. It’s right there.

SETH

It’s just an organ. 

NURSE

It’s more than that.

SETH

What is it then?

NURSE

The end of the world. 

SETH

For who?

NURSE

For the patient. For you. For your wife. For me. 

A beat.

It’s beautiful. 

SETH

It’s bloody.
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NURSE

It’s human. 

SETH pokes the heart.

SETH

Now’s the tricky part.

NURSE

Rearranging the veins. 

SETH

Tweezers. 

NURSE hands him a pair of tweezers.

NURSE

Tweezers.

SETH

I need to focus. 

A long pause as SETH works on the 

heart. Entirely silent.

BETTINA

(Pulls off PATIENT’s anesthesia mask and tries to put it on herself.)

SETH

Nurse, stop her please!

NURSE

She just wants the anesthesia.
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SETH

We can’t risk her falling asleep.

NURSE

Of course, right away doctor. 

NURSE pulls the mask off of BETTINA 

and places it back on PATIENT. 

BETTINA

(Sits on the edge of the operating table.)  

SETH

Thank you. Now, I need silence please. This is a precise operation. 

A long pause of silence as SETH works. 

A phone rings. NURSE pulls it out of her 

pocket and answers.

NURSE

Hello? (A pause.) No, it’s not, can I take a message? (A pause.) Ok, I’ll 

get him for you. (To SETH.) It’s your wife. 

SETH

I’m in the middle of a surgery.

NURSE

She said it’s important.

SETH

I’m in the middle of a surgery.

NURSE

She said it’s very important.
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SETH

I’m in the middle of a surgery.

NURSE

She said the world is ending.

SETH

Oh for God’s sake, fine. Give me the phone.

NURSE hands SETH the phone, he 

wedges it between his shoulder and ear 

and continues the surgery. 

SETH

Darling, no— The world is— What are you— No— You’re not go-

ing to get sick— No, I’m not sick either. No— You’re— Yes, I liked 

the egg salad sandwich you packed me— Yes, the ice pack kept 

it cold— No, I didn’t like my “coffee”— Why? You— Honey you 

packed vodka in my thermos— I don’t care if the couples therapist 

said I need to loosen up, I’m a cardiovascular surgeon I can’t afford 

to be drunk on the job— No darling I don’t hate you— Yes I still 

love you— No the world isn’t ending— Why— Yes. Ok. Alright. 

Fine. Are you tucked in? Ok. Well. I just finished rerouting the veins 

to make a new path around the blocked artery— Yes, now the blood 

can flow— Now I’m stitching the breastbone back together— No, 

the patient is not a woman dear— I’m stitching with wire— No, 

not chicken wire— No, I don’t want to hear about how your chick-

ens are doing I’m in the middle of a surgery I— Dear? Don’t cry. 

Please don’t cry. You know I love you— Yes, I love the chickens 

too— I— No— Don’t hang up— 

SETH sighs. 
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Nurse! 

NURSE

Yes doctor?

SETH

Take the phone.

NURSE

But your wife.

SETH

She hung up.

NURSE

She was crying. 

SETH

I have a surgery to finish. Take the phone.

NURSE takes the phone. She looks at it. 

She looks at PATIENT. 

NURSE

You left the chicken wire inside his bones. 

SETH

It’s not chicken wire.

NURSE

You left the not-chicken wire inside his bones. 

SETH

That’s the correct procedure.
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NURSE

How do you know?

SETH

I’ve done this quite a few times.

NURSE

How many?

SETH

9.8 

NURSE

Then why is he dead?

SETH

He’s not—

The heart rate monitor spikes and then 

flatlines.

Goddamnit! Nurse call a code blue—

NURSE

—No.

SETH

No?

NURSE

I won’t call. Neither will your wife. You made her cry.
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SETH

We’re losing him, come on!

NURSE

He’s already dead. She just wanted to talk about her chickens.

BETTINA

(Pulls off PATIENT’s anesthesia mask and puts it on herself.) 

SETH

Could you please keep God away from the anesthetic?

NURSE

Why should I?

SETH

We can’t risk her falling asleep again!

BETTINA

(Passes out.) 

NURSE opens the phone and starts to 

walk out of the operating room. 

NURSE

I’m going to call your wife.

SETH

I need you in here helping me with this surgery

NURSE

It’s not surgery anymore, he’s dead. Your wife is alive. Your wife is 

crying. I’m going to comfort her. 
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SETH

Would you please call a code—

NURSE

—I’m in love with your wife.

SETH

I know.

NURSE

I’m sleeping with your wife.

SETH

I know!

NURSE

We’re going to run away together.

SETH

Then what will I be left with?

NURSE

God. 

SETH

God’s asleep.

NURSE

A dead patient.

SETH

He’s not dead

PATIENT sits up. His skin hasn’t been 

sewn back together yet. 
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PATIENT

No, I’m definitely dead.

NURSE starts packing up her things. She 

puts the phone in her scrub pockets.

NURSE

I’ve got to go. I’m getting married to your wife in 30 minutes.

SETH

But we never divorced.

NURSE

Your marriage was never real. 

SETH

We married in the church.

NURSE

It doesn’t count.

SETH

In the eyes of God—

NURSE

—God can’t see, she’s asleep. 

NURSE walks offstage. Wedding bells 

are heard. 

SETH

(To PATIENT.) Lie down. I need to finish the surgery. 
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PATIENT

No.

SETH

No?

PATIENT

I’m dead.

SETH

So what?

PATIENT

So it’s not surgery anymore.

SETH

Then what is it?

PATIENT

A wake. A funeral. A morgue.

SETH

The morgues are overflowing.

A beat.

What does death feel like? 

PATIENT

Wouldn’t you like to know.

SETH

Yes. I would.
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A long pause.

PATIENT

Like wintergreen toothpaste. Like all the windows in my skin have 

become unlatched. 

SETH

That sounds nice.

PATIENT

It’s not.

SETH

Oh.

PATIENT

It burns.

SETH

Oh. 

PATIENT

Like vodka.

SETH

Oh. 

PATIENT

But I feel lighter without all the window panes. Fresher. 

SETH

You feel better? 
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PATIENT

Yes.

SETH

Then the surgery was a success! 

Lights down on the operating room. 
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“Everything Okay in There?”
Evalyn Harper 

The nurse hovers awkwardly outside the bathroom, trying his 

hardest not to look at me through the crack in the door. My mint 

green hospital gown is paper-thin and leaves little to the imagina-

tion. I know I should appreciate his attempts to protect my dignity, 

but I cannot bring myself to care. A few hours ago, a man peeled 

back my skin and rearranged my skull. You don’t get much more 

intimate than that. 

Everything okay in there?

I cannot answer the question right away. I am too busy cough-

ing up blood, gripping the edge of the sink with both hands as I 

leave crimson stains on the bone-white porcelain. I’m afraid to let 

go.  My legs are so weak that hobbling the three feet from my hos-

pital bed felt like a journey of a thousand miles. 

If they cut through my jaw, then why do my legs hurt? Why 

does my everything hurt? 

Everything okay in there? 

How can he ask me that? He’s seen what they did to me. 

My cheeks hurt too, as if I’ve spent too long smiling for a pho-

to. Makeup doesn’t cover skeletal deformities, so you have to smile 

wide, one hand placed strategically over your chin, or else someone 

might notice that you’re built wrong. 

Top jaw too long. Bottom jaw too short. Chin absolutely no-

where to be found. I’ve spent nearly three years mapping out these 
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imperfections in the bathroom mirror. I used to dream of the day, 

far in the future, when I would finally be fixed. 

That future is now. 

They’ve screwed me back together and sewn me up tight, but 

there’s this aching, deep inside of my bones that makes me feel 

more broken than ever. 

The longer I stand here, staring down the drain, the more this 

feels like someone else’s body. Someone else’s knuckles gone white. 

Someone else’s knees gone weak. Someone else’s mind gone fuzzy. 

I search for myself in the mirror, but the face staring back at 

me is not my own.

The girl in front of me has lips stained red with blood. Her face 

is so swollen, skin pulled so tight, that her cheeks shine like a doll’s. 

Bruises are already flowering across her face like a field of violent 

violets. Her bright blue eyes are brimming with terrified tears.

Everything okay in there?

The question echoes around my fragmented skull. 

Okay in there?

Okay

in

There?

The tears come suddenly. One by one they slide down swollen cheeks, 

salt stinging at chapped lips. The sobs that bubble up from my lungs 

are caught in my throat, thicker than blood. Choking me. 
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No! I want to scream, but my jaw is rubber banded shut, so the 

thoughts stay trapped in my brain. Nothing is okay. I have been shat-

tered into tiny little pieces. Please come in and sweep me up. Feel free to 

throw me away!

I scramble to turn on the tap. I splash water onto my face. It is 

too cold, and I gasp as it hits my feverish skin. 

Suddenly, my body takes over and I can breathe again. 

I look into the mirror and slowly begin to put the pieces back 

together. 

This is my skin, porcelain pale according to the label on my 

foundation bottle. Easy to crack. Even easier to burn.

Long brown hair. Slicked to my forehead from sweat. I don’t 

bother pushing it aside. It never does what I ask of it. 

Braces peek out from behind swollen lips. It’s been so long that 

they might as well be part of me. I can’t really remember what my 

mouth felt like without them. 

I swipe the tears from my eyes so that I can see clearly again. 

Beneath the bruises and the swelling I have found myself. 

This is my body, and it is strong. I am a girl made of blood and 

bone with a little bit of metal holding it all together. This pain is my 

body growing back stronger. This pain is me growing back stronger. 

This pain is a fucking bitch. 

I turn off the water and tap on the door, letting the jittery nurse 

on the other side know that I’m ready to hobble back to bed. Every-

thing is okay as it can be all things considered. 

But could he refill my ice packs, please?
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Family Index
David Marquez

Absence (23)

 see also father or space or mass

Avarice (87, 102)

 see also greed, cities, love

Brotherhood (20)

 see also distance, betrayal,  forgetfulness

Casuistry (1)

 see also unfinished or misdirection or poetry

Charity (Lovingkindness) 

 see how and why and where 

 I take my breaths while

 wondering who or what they are for

 before giving them back to that

 person or thing or idea

 wondering, should gratitude ever

 be so sparse and sealed that it must

 exist in an index

 so faint that it must be

 searched for
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Vengeance
DS Maolalai

my aunt told me once,

about a time before she married –

how she’d split up

with a boyfriend

and woke one night

to find him on the pavement

dead drunk beside her building, hands 

dirty with dogshit

which he’d been gathering

to fling specifically

at her window

and around it, at the wall. 

I wonder what I’ll do

when you leave me. 

I suppose

write a very 

snide poem.
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Digital Mania
Randi Chupp
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If Inside Out Were a Horror 
Flick, I’d be the One Where the 
Blonde Dies First
Sara Siepker

If my body is a house, anxiety is the horror movie bad guy 

standing outside with a machete, and all the terrible things that 

have ever happened to me are zombies lurking on the premises. 

They’re in the woods, out back because there’s always woods out 

back in a fucking horror movie: These undead beings killed once by 

resolve, but brought back to life via trauma’s reviving nature. And 

inside this house all the lights are on. 

Why are all the lights on?

Well they aren’t all on, I just told you that to give the impression that 

I’m a fully functioning human when, in fact, some rooms have bro-

ken bulbs and faulty wiring. Crawl spaces I don’t even know about 

hide a trauma that waits for me to find it at the worst moments.  

Like how one minute I’m making a Dutch apple pie, the kind that 

feels like comfort, that smells like when I was a child before the 

ghosts showed up as apparitions of my past, alive and well and ready 

to change me. The kind of pie that shouldn’t be impeded by trauma 

crawling out of a cabinet, bones jutting forth and pushing against 

the skin, face unseen under a veil of black hair, as a disfigured 

possessed creature lurches at me from somewhere dark. Of course I 

drop the Dutch apple pie when this happens because, holy shit, that 

scares me, but now I’m down an apple pie and up one piece of shit 
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memory that has found its way into the living room. The disfigured 

creature manages to stand upright and points at the couch, as if to 

ask, may I sit? I sigh, run a hand over my face, and gesture back as a 

way of saying, yeah, yeah, whatever, get comfortable. 

The living room is full of lamps and fairy lights and I keep the 

curtains open so sunlight can come through during the day. The 

windows are long and arched, the house itself a Queen Anne style 

with columns out front and a rickety everything everywhere, a 

beautiful scene that never looks dour in any light. There’s a spiral 

staircase leading upwards and a single staircase leading down, plus 

a cellar door that’s been chained up since I got here. The white of 

the house is a stark contrast to the blue skies that accommodate 

my atmosphere. When I moved in there was, I found nothing scary 

in the creaking wood floors or the power outages or the darkness 

at the bottom of the stairs leading to the basement. When I moved 

in, the ghosts read their scripts, and saw the note asking they wait 

a few pages before starting their shenanigans, for plot reasons. It’s 

scarier if the audience has to wait and watch for the ghosts to show 

up. It’s scarier to feel like you’re safe before the real shit sets in. 

Not much can be said for nighttime when the creatures learned they 

can come out, when the sunlight won’t make it hard for them to hide 

where I can’t see them before they see me. That is, for those that 

still feel like hiding. The disfigured creature makes herself some 

tea, Cujo plays fetch with Pennywise out back, the ghosts sit in the 

kitchen and talk politics: I just really don’t think a socialist society can 

withstand the sort of long-term maintenance a government needs. 

And outside my front door stands the horror movie bad guy just 

kinda holding his machete because he’s got nothing better to do. 

The poor man has a contract to fulfill and actors to emulate and 

a director who’s pissed off at him for being moody on set, but my 

anxiety is more insidious than just some Micheal-Meyers-wannabe. 
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My house has been fortified to keep the real anxiety out but still 

she manages to creep back in, even after I spent all that money on 

security cameras and motion-activated lights, the ones that pissed 

off the humanoid zombies from I Am Legend who wrote me sever-

al complaints about the issue. But nothing can save me from who 

knows me best and remembers that sometimes I leave the windows 

open to feel cool air in the form of confidence and how I leave the 

back door unlocked some days in the hopes that happiness will drop 

by and visit again. It’s been a hot minute since the bitch decided I 

was worth seeing. 

That’s rude, she’s not a bitch, she’s lovely but kinda confusing in 

that there are times when she visits and I can’t tell if she’s really 

happy to see me. Which is funny because it’s happiness, she’s al-

ways happy, but I’ve come to learn that even joy has its drawbacks. 

That even happiness is aware of her own insecurities, because hap-

piness isn’t meant to be around all the time and she knows that. It 

makes for a lonely existence to only be wanted when someone’s at 

their worst. To only ever be a passing idea and never a permanent 

thought. She appears to me as every kickass female protagonist 

who kicks doors in and has a cool pixie cut and is just what the 

movie needs to feel a little bit real. When she drops by, all the crea-

tures are a little more wary about just cruising through the kitchen 

while happiness eats my famous banana bread. 

Anxiety has a way of scaring her off though, has a specialty in keep-

ing cool breezes from drifting through open windows, and leaves 

the air still and unsettling as anxiety appears in my kitchen at the 

dead of night. When dread wakes me, I creep downstairs, knowing 

full well what to expect but my heart pounds anyway. She was leans 

against the linoleum counter smoking a cigarette.

 “Missed me, baby?”
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The anxiety with the horror movie vibe is still standing at the 

doorway because he didn’t get the memo, and he’s only there to 

remind me to be anxious, a red herring for the real anxiety who 

walks toward me in my kitchen while I stand there, trying at resil-

ience and only falling short of complacent. Anxiety knows me too 

well and knows that I won’t try to run because she is me, and she 

is well aware that I’m not a fast runner and I’m not the girl who 

survives the movie by evading bad guys. I’m not the kickass pro-

tagonist either. I’m just stuck in this kitchen watching anxiety put 

out her cigarette and then gesture towards the living room, where 

I lead us into as the creatures and ghosts make way.

Anxiety tells them all to wait outside while we talk, we have im-

portant business to attend to, and they watch as our silhouettes circle 

each other, shadows stretching onto the walls from the candles I 

put in the living room because I can usually anticipate when anx-

iety comes and anxiety always manages to cut off the power, that 

fucking jerk; 

Our conversations are treacherous territory. 

 It’s always, “How’s that relationship of yours?” or 

 “Been a while since you talked to your family?” and 

 “Starting to look a bit flabby in the hips, eh, sweetheart?”

 I never learned how to say stop, my tongue only knows 

misfit syllables that can’t remember how to speak, only how to 

find purchase against the roof of my mouth as my jaw clenches and 

I look to the floor.

 “It’s not gonna last anyways. You saw the way your friends 

acted when you brought it up, you know what they think. Besides, 

you’re putting all the effort into talking, he doesn’t even care 

enough about you. Why should he? You’re not worth the time.”

 or
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 “Guess you don’t love them enough. You’re a shitty daugh-

ter, anyways, abandoning your family like that. You never loved 

your sister enough, remember the one who died? Or remember 

how you left this year even though your other sister almost died 

this summer? Looks like you just don’t care enough to be a part of 

their lives.”

 and

 “So what you lost three pounds this week, three pounds 

isn’t ten. Who’s gonna think you’re pretty when you’ve got a double 

chin and can’t walk without your arms flapping like bat’s wings, 

huh? You can’t pull off fat, honey, you’re not that kinda cute.”

 And it goes like this for a while. Hours, days, months, nine 

years, and before I knew it anxiety has her own room upstairs, the 

one with a crack in the plaster wall and a broken lightbulb on the 

ceiling and she never asks for anything nicer because she knows 

she doesn’t deserve anything better. Because I know I don’t de-

serve anything better.

Happiness doesn’t like to visit when anxiety’s home because she 

finds it hard to concentrate while anxiety bumbles around in the 

kitchen and the zombies keep moaning and bumping into walls 

and the hooked man from I Know What You Did Last Summer is really 

loud when he plays Smash Bros so we’ve got to talk over him or be-

low everyone. Happiness puts her hand on mine across the kitchen 

table and asks what I think I’m doing. The only way I know how 

to respond is by not responding at all so instead I hand her a Dutch 

apple pie and she smiles at me in that sad way and walks out the 

back door. As she leaves, I feel a cool breeze coming in through the 

window, standing by the sink in the kitchen, and my hand clutches 

the edge of the counter. I close my eyes, really feel it, the cool ten-

derness of confidence brushing my neck. 
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The window slams shut. For a moment I think it’s one of the 

ghosts, maybe a poltergeist who moved in last week, but instead 

it’s just anxiety, smiling at me in that way that reminds me of all 

she knows, and saying, 

 “No time for that now, sweet cheeks. We got work to do.”
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When I Walk Into Sunny Rooms
Skylar King

I press myself

face flattened against glass 

open mouth eating fogged window 

eyelids pinned back 

arms stretched out on either side 

taking as much space as my genetics permit

as I shove my nose in further 

reach a little further out my fingertips 

not caring that the rays burn my corneas 

willing to trade sensation

anything to absorb the light

before the sun gives up 

because it always seems to

abandon me unapologetically 

like a bartender after a double shift 

one that kicks me out with a sore throat

impaired vision and crusted lips

pulls me from the source  

leaves me blind and hurt and scrambling

to find paper and pen 

before I forget 

how the world looked 

when someone else made the happiness 

and shoved it down my throat. 
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Threadbare
Sophia Kilburg
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Cross-Stitch 
Meghna Anil Nair

The day we first met

I bought myself a sewing kit

and begun furiously suturing

the scraps of me that were 

Gaping.

I hemmed my discomfort

and shortened the sleeves of

my shirts, no longer afraid that

you might catch a glimpse of my

Body.

My body, my haberdashery, 

a dumpster of old regrets and new longings.

I’m still me, I say, long after the

image of my fabricated perfection is

Broken.

And you, you wiped the blood

from my mouth with your white sleeves

and placed the flowers from the borough

in my chest pocket, made no attempt

to hide your gaze from my pin-pricked fingers

and I knew:

I need not have bothered with the stitching.
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